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The Evil Painter

The Evil Painter is an invented semantic model aimed at evading the norms of its
designated public sphere. It dismisses ‘good’ or ‘bad’ as constraining aesthetic
categories assigned to painting and straightforwardly makes a claim for an ethical and
political evaluation of its network of concepts. By approaching the political it claims
that artistic creation is deeply embedded in the existing political formations and by
refusing its designated definition it preserves its own right to define, the right to create
a nomos of its own, demonstrating how art may be able to conceive new political
platforms.

The Evil Painter wishes to demonstrate that the interconnectedness of art and
contemporary social order lies in the fact that they are both rooted in semiotics and
the imaginary. The labor and output of advanced capitalism has become immaterial
and imaginary. Financial trade is a process of signifying and abstracting meaning and
value just as much as art is. The representations of power and political representation
have, in their own turn, shifted from real communication and horizontal democratic
dialogue between them and the citizens into imaginary constructs that form vertical
axes between the capital, constituted of signs and numbers, the mass media arranging
the images and imaginary links between the top and the bottom and the ‘market’
which stands in the place formerly occupied by the ‘public’. Semiotics, fiction and
imagination overwhelm the single public sphere as the instrument of how dominant
powers of the capital make their own interest appear like common sense, they are the
means of enforcing consensus. With the entire social order founded on signs, images
and imaginary, artistic production, the production and dissemination of semiotic
platforms is increasingly alike the methodology of more ‘serious’ contemporary
social practices, such as politics and economy. The semiotics and fiction, as methods
of artistic endeavor, are at the core of the policies and norms of contemporary
capitalistic societies,  they constitute the ways in which the elite is manipulating how
issues are framed in the public sphere.

The Evil Painter attempts to stand as a definition in its own right and opposes being
associated strictly with aesthetics and history of art. By this intention it expresses the
importance of preserving and fighting for the autonomy of defining the realm and
norms of a concept that disagrees with the mainstream ideas. A counter initiative that
doesn’t follow the order in the single public sphere must conceive its own arguments,
normative structure and methods that aim at transformative and not merely
participatory action. A counter initiative and counter concept must block the capital
and its hegemony over the single public sphere from appropriating its ‘other’
intentions for its own interest and therefore must insist on defining its own goals and
connecting its own background with other histories of resistance. This ‘right to
define’ constitutes the first condition of conceiving a counter-public that questions the
legitimacy of the dominant public. In other words, The Evil Painter aims at
connecting artistic practice with formations of counter-publics and wishes to research
the relationship and potentials of arts to support or even generate the formations of
counter-publics.



Counter-publics that is showing ‘other’ ways of ordering the society, or simply
practices ‘otherness’ that aims at political, social or ethical poiesis is becoming an
increasingly relevant factor in expanding the framework of social order. As Habermas
puts it, crisis situation reveals the inadequacy of previous thinking and raises question
on normative foundations of society. Development of counterpublics  is caused by the
crisis in legitimacy of the established institutions of the public sphere and it is aimed
to both influence the policy in formal sense and to construct new kinds of collective
identity. The recent years have brought a worldwide wave of public dissent, all the
social movements that took the center stage in both western capitalistic societies and
the former Third World grew from counterpublics and its intentional political
mobilization aimed at intervening in the public sphere and forming resistant collective
identities. According to Beck, the development of global capitalism restricts the
sovereignty of nation states and causes the loss of faith in political institutions and
encourages the growth of citizens’ initiatives. Whether the recent resistant identities
and movements in different parts of the globe were forming against authoritarianism
or the neoliberal ideology of economically centered individualism what they had in
common was that they developed through formations of counterpublics that were
based on informational politics enacted in the space of media combined with politics
of class. Warner explains that counterpublics are different from social movements
because they precede them, a social movement is formed when a counterpublic enters
the temporality of politics and adapts itself to the performatives of rational-critical
discourse. The Evil Painter as a code for researching resistant identities does not wish
to enter the performative arena of politics and social movements, it does not want to
enter the rational-critical debate in the main public sphere, but it rather wants to create
its own artistic output and theoretical backdrop that connects with the causes and
moments of formulation of oppositional, counterpublic discourse.

My art practice has emerged over the last decade following the formation of
numerous counter-public spheres that opposed the nationalistic regimes and the wars
in former Yugoslavia. In its earliest phase (2000 – 2005) I have elaborated some of
the most significant representations of political power within the media of drawing,
painting and video that helped me frame crucial questions about political
representation through visual arts (representation of the political – as a comment of
the political made from and within the realm of the arts vs. representations of
instances that by being visibly present in the public realm assume an active role in the
political realm- a taboo, or historical connotations that weren’t visibly present before.)
The circumstances around my first large-scale project [Visitor, a series of drawings
made in The Hague Tribunal, witnessing the two years of Milosevic trial] have
certainly been the most instrumental for my formulating of new enquiries about visual
culture. Since the mid-2000s, a series of challenging studies propelled my asking new
questions about power, politics, representation, and ideology. The concept of the Evil
Painter took center stage in these shifting frameworks of my practice, thoroughly
imbricated in the political and social memory of the recent past. Understanding, on
the one hand, the conditions for visual representation and, on the other, the
consequences of political representation, meant necessarily - in my opinion - two
things at least: (1) thinking within and also beyond either formal or documentary
analysis of materials of art [of its external materiality AND of its inner ‘matter’ as
such], and (2) seeking new ways to understand how art was embedded in the theater
of world-events, how it was transformed by it, and how it took active part in the
perception and the process of its transformation. With an open question: if in the



prevailingly liberal capitalistic world the foundation of the social is not in the
economy, but in the ‘public mind’, than how can art fit in this constellation, how can
it influence the ‘public mind’ to the benefit of a just, self-critical and self-improving
system. It seems to me that processing a certain subject through art, especially
through the ‘slow’ media (painting and drawing), means a commitment to the subject
unavailable in other modes of public expression, an introjection of the subject and an
exercise in personal responsibility for the subject’s presence and resonance in the
public or rather a counter-public sphere.

On the one hand pictures are magical entities with a claim to what they represent, on
the other, they are symbolical replacements of their subjects derived from an urge to
embody and represent, in the political sense, the missing or understated aspect of the
subject. In any case, they have a potency to interact with the social and political fiber,
a potency to establish new connections and create an ‘epistemic murk’ in the existing
knowledge. With their embedded sense of the body, the sense of the individual behind
and the historical connotations contained in the medium, painted and drawn images
introject their subjects to a point when the subject, the picture and the author become
one and the same. Painted and drawn pictures are constantly asking us where exactly
are we, as biological and social individuals, positioned in relation to the subjects
represented. ‘The Evil Painter’ aims at establishing the link between art and counter-
publics. The recent years of the retreat of the state to the capital have resulted in
applying numerous authoritarian and faschisoid political maneuvers both in the
transnational networks of states as in the participating nation states. Formations of
counter-publics that refuse to legitimize and participate in this twisted framework of
democracy are crucial for the survival of ideologies based on civil rights. I would like
to construct an informative and oppositional discourse to the prevailing ‘velvet
fascist’ politics that the neoliberal agenda has resorted to. I would like to research the
models for art to contribute an oppositional discourse that supports the formation of
counter-publics.










































